
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Use the chart below to complete the sentences for the 

 following parts of an experiment: 
 

Parts of an Experiment… Complete the sentence 

A HYPOTHESIS is… 

 

A prediction of the experiment’s outcome. Written as an “If…then…” 
statement. 

The INDEPENDENT VARIABLE is the 
part of the experiment that… 

Is changed by the scientist. 

The DEPENDENT VARIABLE is the 
part of the experiment that… 

Is being measured.    OR      Is effected by the independent variable.  

The CONTROL is the part of the 
experiment that… 

Is used for comparing to the independent variable. 

The CONSTANTS are the parts of the 
experiment that… 

Stay the same throughout the entire experiment. 

 

2. Using what you know about designing a good experiment read the experiment below to fill in the chart that 
follows.   

One morning, while Nick was getting ready for school, he noticed that his hair gel wasn’t working very well.  Nick liked 
to spike his hair each morning and his gel was not holding his hair in place for very long.  Nick decided to do an 
experiment to test the effect of gel brands on the holding time.   Nick bought three new brands of gel: Pantene, Crew, 
and Axe.  For one week, Nick used his original gel, Suave, and used a stopwatch each day to see how long the gel would 
hold his hair in place.  Next, Nick used Pantene for one week and also used a stopwatch each day to see how long the gel 
lasted.  Nick repeated these steps for the Crew gel as well as the Axe.  After collecting his data, Nick calculated his 
averages and found that the Axe gel held his hair in place for 7 hours each day.  Nick’s original gel only held his hair in 
place for 2 hours. 

Parts of the Experiment Answer… 
What is a possible HYPOTHESIS 
for Nick’s experiment? 
(Use an “if…then…” statement) 

If Nick uses Crew hair gel, then his hair will hold its style the longest.  

In this experiment, what was the 
CONTROL? Suave hair gel (his original hair gel) 

In this experiment, what was the 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE? The type of hair gel 

In this experiment, what was the 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE? How long his hair was held in place 

From this experiment, list 3 
CONSTANTS: 

 

1.  The amount of hair gel he 
used 

 

2.  Nick’s hair 

 

3.  Used each gel for one 
week 

Use this study guide to help you prepare for 
your DOK 2. See how much you can finish 

without using your notes.  Then go back and 
complete the rest with your notes.  Be sure to 
look through ALL of your notes at least once.  

This study guide should not be the only tool you 
use to study. 

Name: ________________________________________________________ 

DOK 2 Dates: 
 
    A day:  ________           B day:  ________ 
 



3. Maddie just joined running club and wants to see if listening to different types of music affects how fast she runs 
5 miles.  She tried running with no music, running with rock music, running with pop music, and running with 
country music. 

Using Maddie’s experiment, fill in the chart below.   

Parts of the Experiment Answer… 
What is a possible HYPOTHESIS 
for Maddie’s experiment? 
(Use an “if…then…” statement) 

If Maddie listens to pop, then Maddie will run the fastest. 

In this experiment, what is 
the CONTROL? 

Running with no music 

In this experiment, what is the 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE? The type of music 

In this experiment, what is 
the DEPENDENT VARIABLE? 

Time it takes Maddie to run 5 miles 

List at least 3 things that 
should be CONSTANT? 

 

1. The distance Maddie runs 
 

2. Same running shoes  
 

3. The route Maddie runs 

 

 

4. At basketball practice, Marty, a 7th grader, and Sam, a 6th grader, were arguing about who could jump higher.  
Marty said that since he is older, he could jump higher than Sam.  They decided that the following week at 
practice they would test to see if age has an effect on how high someone can jump.  Over the weekend, Marty 
had his parents go out and buy him a brand new pair of Nike Air Jordan 2012 Lite Men’s Basketball Shoes.  He 
also practiced jumping in the backyard with his older brother, who is a personal trainer at Gold’s Gym.  He ate 
healthy all week long and practiced for an hour each day.  Sam was busy all week with homework, tests, and had 
a family party to go to over the weekend.  He had no time to practice and was still wearing his basketball shoes 
from his 5th grade travel team.  On the day of their competition, Marty jumped higher than Sam.  Marty 
concluded that the older someone is, the higher they can jump.  Is this experiment valid?  Is it fair?  Fill in the 
following chart to help explain why. 

What specifically is Marty testing? _____________________________________________________________ 
 

List the things in this experiment that are NOT fair 
(NOT CONSTANT) 

List the changes you would make to make this experiment 
fair (These are the items that SHOULD BE constant) 

Marty got brand new Nike Air Jordan 2012 Lite shoes Wearing SAME shoes 

Marty practiced every day with his brother SAME amount of practice time 

Marty’s brother has professional training experience SAME training.  (Both train with Marty’s brother) 

Sam didn’t get to practice and had old shoes from 5th grade SAME diet 

 

 

The effect of age on how high someone can jump 


